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AI IN THE WORKPLACE
By Max Marx

Technological advancement is a
main driver of economic growth,
productivity, and operational
efficiencies. Today, these
technological advancements are
largely in the fields of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (a subset of AI) – the ability
of machines, through the use of
algorithms, to interpret data, predict
outcomes and learn from successes
and failures. This technological
development, known as the 4th
Industrial Revolution, is going to bring
enormous change to how we live and
work.

T

his feature explores how machine
learning (AI) – which is not regarded
as true AI (robots with sentient
abilities) – is impacting the workplace
environment and changing the way we
do business. The feature also explores
some of the available technologies that
are driving the change such as the cloud,
big data and analytics, processing power,
bots, virtual assistants, augmented reality
and more.
What is driving AI in the workplace?
Quantum leaps in computer processing
power, the exponential growth in big data
and investments in technology has seen
AI-enabled systems flourish in the past
few years.
Vian Chinner, Xineoh CEO, says the key
difference between the 4th Industrial
Revolution and its predecessors is that
rather than replacing basic functions,
this new shift in computing power means
machines can essentially augment our
frontal cortex functioning, making complex
decisions and interpreting abstractions in
ways never before conceived.
Machines are, in essence, mimicking some
of the behaviours associated with human
intelligence.
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Will AI take your job?
While AI will be good for profits and
productivity and has the potential to
impact economic growth positively,
there is enormous concern that AIenabled workplaces are going to result
in millions of job losses globally and in
South Africa.
According to the McKinsey Global
Institute, half of all work activities
globally have the potential to be
automated by 2030, depending on
adoption. And McKinsey estimates
that between 400 million and 800
million individuals around the world
could be displaced by automation by
2030.

currently at risk of total automation,
backs up these sentiments. This
could cripple South Africa when one
considers its fragile economy and an
unemployment rate that stands at
26.7%.
Steven Ambrose, Business Angels
Consulting CEO, says the first jobs to
be lost to machines will be those that
can be automated by processes that
can be coded, while jobs that require
creativity, intuition and imagination
will still require human intervention.

Rob Jardine, Head of Research and
Solutions at the NeuroLeadership
Institute South Africa, points out that
while AI has the potential to increase
growth rates in South Africa, an AIdominated landscape would bring with
it multiple ethical and social issues,
including the problem of a labour force
that feels redundant and whose skills
may no longer be needed. Unskilled
and semi-skilled labour, says Jardine,
will most likely be the first to be
replaced by machines.

Ambrose says there are two schools
of thought when it comes to AI
replacing jobs. “There are those who
argue that machines will completely
replace humans because of their
accuracy, efficiency and ability to
operate 24/7. Others argue that in the
workplace of the future humans will
increasingly interact with and work
alongside AI-enabled systems that can
perform tasks characteristic of human
intelligence. Whichever the case,
businesses and professionals that do
not adapt their business models to
include machine learning and AI, will
not survive.”

A 2018 Accenture report, which
states that 35% of all jobs in South
Africa – almost 5.7 million jobs - are

Simon Carpenter, Chief Technology
Advisor at SAP Africa, believes a
nuanced approach to AI is required

Continued from page 11

According to the Accenture/Gordon Institute of
Business Science 2017 report Artificial Intelligence, Is
South Africa ready, emerging AI technologies include
natural-language processing, computer vision, machine
learning, audio processing and expert systems.
These self adaptive technologies, says the
report, combine with data-mining and patternrecognition to enable AI solutions such as:
•v
 irtual agents (online chatbots taking the place of
call-centre agents)
•c
 ognitive robotics (robots that can learn from
experiences and the environment)
•s
 peech analytics (software that recognises speech
patterns)
• identity analytics (solutions that help define access
to critical data and systems)
• r ecommendation systems (social media marketing

in Africa. “Touting human-less
operations in a country like South
Africa where official unemployment is
26.7% will require both empathy and
pragmatism. In some cases, it will still
be economically viable and socially
desirable to employ people to carry
out tasks rather than building data
centres and algorithms. That said,
there is also the reality that African
companies exist within a globalised
economy and thus needs to take
the necessary steps to ensure they
can be competitive and sustainable,
otherwise, in the long run, nobody
gets employed.
“Failure to digitally enable the
organisation or to leverage the
power of AI in a relevant way means
that value will not be created on
the African continent - it will simply
be captured by externally based
industrialists and supply chains.”
Leon Ayo, CEO of Odgers Berndtson
Sub-Saharan Africa, says South
Africa’s education system must be
reformed to produce future-ready
graduates. “The landscape of work is
changing, but our education systems
have remained largely stagnant if
not regressive. Between 15 and 20
million increasingly well-educated
young people are expected to join

and content targeting)
•d
 ata virtualisation (retrieval and manipulation of data
by an app).
Steven Ambrose, CEO of Business Angels Consulting,
says current advances in AI are the result of big data,
connectivity and processing power. “With connectivity
now being ubiquitous, businesses are increasingly
using structured and unstructured data about their
customers, employees and market to operate in more
strategic ways. The enormous increase in processing
power is enabling the writing of programmes that can
process all this data extremely quickly and this offers
intelligent insight into the business.”
Rudeon Snell, SAP Africa Leonardo Lead, says AI will
enable businesses to drive better business outcomes
by improving decision-making. “The best types of
business decisions are grounded in the ability to
synthesise complex amounts of data and derive
Continued on page 14
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the African workforce every year for the next three
decades. Without reforming the system, we run the risk
of producing a workforce that is ill-equipped for the future
world of work. Our education models should be adapted to
ensure our graduates leave the system with future-ready
skills such as creativity, complex problem solving and
critical thinking.”
For Celia Pienaar, Legal Project Manager at Webber
Wentzel, AI and automation is not something to be feared
but rather embraced. “It’s a win for us and our clients. It
frees up our time and allows us to focus on higher value
and more complex matters. Our clients benefit from
reduced costs associated with commoditised tasks. These
platforms will not necessarily create ‘robot lawyers’ but
rather will take the robot out of lawyers.”
She adds that new legal technology has brought about new
skills requirements. “In the legal industry, we are seeing
new roles taking shape such as legal assistants, legal
technologists and legal project managers - all playing a
major role in the implementation of and service delivery
through AI platforms. So, it’s fairly likely that new types of
jobs may be created within the legal services industry.”
Lindie Engelbrecht, The South African Institute of
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Chartered Accountants (SAICA) Executive Director:
Members and Global Alliances, says the most challenging
aspect of technological advancements will be missing the
indirect impacts. “Driverless cars, for example, are going
have a significant impact on many industries in many
ways. Examples are the impact on driver jobs, on the
insurance industry where accident models and contracts
will have to adapt to changes in liability, on the hotel
industry as people will less likely need to stay over during
a road trip to reduce fatigue, and on transplant surgeries
as fewer organs will be donated for transplants because of
the decline in road accidents.”
While much is made of the potential for AI to decimate
jobs, advancements in technology have been with us
since the dawn of time and where jobs have been lost,
people have gone on to learn other skills, says Ekow
Duker, MD of Ixio Analytics SA “As machine learning
takes on more repetitive tasks, employees will be able to
focus on more complex endeavours requiring creativity,
empathy and a nuanced understanding of a problem.”
The high costs of AI-driven platforms must, however, be
born in mind as well as the skills required to fine-tune its
application and maintain its learning.
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outcomes that provide improved
chances of success. And that is
where AI is set to excel.

well as weak innovation ecosystems
at national level and poor enabling
infrastructure to support growth.”

“AI will also be able to eliminate the
need for humans to perform lowlevel repetitive tasks, will operate
24/7 improving productivity,
improve accuracy of outcomes by
simulating scenarios at scale and
help automate processes that today
take resources, effort and time but
don’t contribute much to the top or
bottom line of organisations.”

He adds that South African
companies find themselves
encumbered by legacy technologies
and systems, business models
and corporate structures as well
as sunk investments in antiquated
infrastructure – all with workforces
that may not be ready for the AI
revolution that is already underway
across the globe.

Is South Africa ready for an AI
future?

“It’s critical that businesses
act now to develop strategies
around AI that put people at the
centre and commit to developing
responsible AI systems that are
aligned to moral and ethical values
that will drive positive outcomes
and empower people to do what
they do best – imagine, create and
innovate,” he said.

Rory Moore, Accenture South
Africa’s Innovation Lead, says AI
and machine learning is going
to revolutionise how businesses
compete and grow, introducing a
new production element that can
significantly increase profitability.
But, warns Moore, South Africa
must build competencies to
participate in an AI-driven future.
“Numerous structural deficiencies
remain, hampering South Africa’s
ability to fully integrate new
technologies into the economy.
“Those weaknesses include the
quality of education systems and
scientific research institutions as

Steven Ambrose, CEO of Business
Angels Consulting, adds that the
advent of machine learning will
require businesses to restructure
their operations completely.
“Systems and processes of the past
are not going to work with these
new technologies.”
According to new research by
Citrix, 92% of businesses in South

Africa’s key industry sectors
agree that digital adoption directly
impacts profits, however, 54%
remain unprepared for the future.
Mercer research reveals that 88%
of companies in South Africa have
innovation on their core agenda
this year, while 96% are planning
organisational design changes.
“Executives recognise that it’s the
combination of human skills plus
advanced digital technology that
will drive their business forward,”
says Ilya Bonic, President of
Mercer’s Career Business.
Blessing Ningiza, Mazars Gauteng
IT Audit Manager, says while
artificial intelligence systems
provide extremely accurate outputs
and sometimes exceed human
effort, they do not replicate human
intelligence. “We need to recognise
the strengths and limits of this
different form of intelligence and
build an understanding of the best
ways for humans and computers to
work together.”
Technology is disrupting the
accounting industry
Today’s accountants need
knowledge of accounting and
strong information technology skills
to be able to merge accounting with
information systems, says Blessing

Ningiza, Mazars Gauteng IT Audit Manager.
“Technology advancements have enhanced the
accountant’s ability to interpret data efficiently.
Specialised accounting software and efficient
processing tools are enabling quicker input and
computation of data without the need for manual
input. Powerful emerging technologies combining
automation, artificial intelligence and data analytics
promise to generate insight, yield significant
efficiencies, reduce costs, and improve quality for
businesses.”

to enable them to generate foresight. Auditors will
have to become adept at auditing assets that sit in the
cloud.”
In coming years, AI and blockchain could bring as
much change to the accounting profession as the first
computerised accounting packages did, or the arrival
of mobile and cloud computing, says Pieter Bensch,
Sage’s Executive Vice President, Africa & Middle East.

“Invisible accounting will be built on the back of these
emerging technologies, making admin disappear and
Digitising data means there will no longer be a need
allowing accountants to focus on working with clients
for on-site consultations as accountants and clients
or the business’s leadership on strategic financial
will be able to access real-time data remotely, and
plans. From providing natural language interfaces that
simultaneously view, edit and comment on their
make accounting software easier to use to machine
statements, adds Ningiza. “Accountants can, therefore, learning algorithms that make sense of complex
give advice on current information so that clients are
financial data, AI can help accountants to do more
better placed to make considered business decisions.” work in less time,” adds Bensch.

Continued on page 20

Lindie Engelbrecht, The South African Institute
of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) Executive
Director: Members and Global Alliances, says
AI has the potential to reduce the footprint of
finance functions by 60%. “Bots used in the
finance function, for example, will improve the
services accountants can deliver but could result
in the profession shrinking.
“Accountants of the future will have to adapt to
new ways of thinking, play the role of connected
advisors to their clients, and bring together
teams and technology to deliver service in the
new paradigm. They will focus on advisory
services and provide management with insights

Digital Production Lines

for data intensive processes
enabled by Robotic Process Automation
www.SolveXia.com
e: Bram.Meyerson@solvexiapartner.com
t: +27 836552408
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Technologies driving our
AI future
Processing Power
With giant leaps in processing
power, AI is getting smarter.
Writing in the MIT Technology
Review, Robert D Hoff explains
that deep learning software
requires massive processing
power. He says deep learning
software attempts to mimic
neural activity in the neocortex
and learns to “recognize patterns
in digital representations of
sounds, images and other data
and can simulate the neocortex’s
large array of neurons in an
artificial ‘neural network’”. He
adds that increasingly powerful
computers and improvements
in mathematical formulas have
enabled the modeling of many
more layers of virtual neurons
resulting in remarkable advances
in speech and image recognition.
Cloud Services
Businesses are increasingly
shifting their business and
accounting functions to cloudbased applications, says Blessing
Ningiza, IT Audit Manager at
Mazars Gauteng. “Organisations
can use big data to combine their
existing data sets and predictive
models with data that individual
users place in the application.
Through cloud and big data,
businesses can benefit from
rapid integration. For example,
connecting their bank and credit
card accounts to their accounting
system and setting parameters
for reconciliation to auto-initiate in
the background. With cloud-based
applications, data can be accessed
from anywhere any time.”
The other advantage of cloud
technology is security, says
Ningiza. “Reputable cloud
providers offer highly encrypted,
password-protected security,

which greatly reduces the risk of
client data being compromised.
As information is backed up on
multiple servers, the risk of losing
information due to individual
computers, or the entire in-house
network crashing, is virtually
eliminated.”
Bram Meyerson, director of
Quantimetrics and SolveXia,
says cloud technology is a critical
enabler of the fourth Industrial
Revolution. “Particularly when
data-intensive processes are
involved, ‘platform as a service’
allows for innovative new ways
for traditional problems to be
solved, bringing agility, speed and
scalability. By integrating cloud
technologies with robotics-enabled
automation, businesses will be
able to deploy their experts to
analysing the data rather than
cranking the handle to produce
that data. These technologies,
along with analytics powered by
big data, are key elements in the
new industrial revolution.”
Big Data and Analytics
Big data describes enormous
amounts of data from many
different sources that, due to
advances in computer processing
power, can be analysed and
interpreted by computers to reveal
trends, patterns and associations
which offer useful business
insights.
The big data boom is giving
companies access to huge
amounts of information from
social media, connected sensors
in the Internet of Things, public
data sources such as government
databases, internal systems, and
more, says Pieter Bensch, Sage’s
Executive Vice-President, Africa &
Middle East.
Continued on page 18

Continued from page 14
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Blessing Ningiza, Mazars Gauteng
IT Audit Manager, says the potential
impact of blockchain on the accounting
and auditing professions should not be
overlooked.
“It’s a trusted way of storing
transactional data because the validity
of the transactions must be confirmed
by a majority of users with access to
the database. It is also secure since
every user of the database holds a
copy of it on their computer and the
data is replicated and synchronised in
real time.”
Pieter Bensch, Sage’s Executive
Vice President, Africa & Middle East,
says blockchain will enable the
digitising and automating of financial
transactions that today require manual
control mechanisms, checks and
balances.

Continued from page 16

“We can only get value from all that data by analysing
it – a task which is beyond human capability because of
how quickly new data is generated and the sheer amount.
AI can help us to make sense of all that data for strategic
and operational decision-making. In future, accountants
will be able to scale their operations by using AI to review
millions of transactions that would have traditionally taken
hours to do manually – spotting anomalies and making
recommendations,” says Bensch.
Peter Serati, Divisional Head of Managed Services at
Alteram Solutions, says big data will be the driving force
behind how business and governments conduct business
in the near future. “Future business models will rely on AI
and the analysis of data in servicing customers.”
Blockchain
Defined as an open distributed digital ledger, Blockchain
technology records and verifies transactions without any
trusted central authority. The technology itself exists
as a file that maintains a continuously growing list of
ordered records called blocks. Blockchains are resistant to
modification of data and cannot be altered retroactively.

Get guaranteed workspace
across South Africa.
Call 0860 600 250
or visit regus.co.za

“Much of the work of doing an audit
will be unnecessary or easy to
automate. Blockchain could also alter
how companies record transactions with each other, with
the supplier and customer keeping and reconciling records
of the same transaction in a shared blockchain ledger. This
could vastly streamline invoicing, payments, and other
business-to-business transactions.”
Ningiza adds that the potential uses for blockchain in
accounting and auditing include traceable audit trails;
automated audit processes; authentication of transactions;
tracking ownership of assets; development of ‘smart
contracts’; and as a registry and inventory system for any
asset.
Robotics
Robots are programmable machines that can carry out a
series of actions autonomously. Most robots are used to
do repetitive actions or jobs that are too dangerous for
humans. Many different robots are already found in the
manufacturing sector and are used to build items like cars
and electronics. They’re used in medicine, the military and
to explore our oceans and solar system.
Brian Timperley, Co-Founder & MD of Turrito Networks
and MD of Dial a Nerd, says it’s hard to predict the extent
of job replacement by robotics and AI. “Robotics and
automation have been eroding jobs in various sectors for
decades but have also created new fields of employment
as their adoption increases. They’ve also been responsible
for a significant reduction in the cost of manufacturing,
farming, mining and other sectors.
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Bram Meyerson, director of
QuantiMetrics and SolveXia, says
robotic process automation has
enabled the connection of (silo)
systems and the crunching of big data
at speed, with automated audit trails
cutting down the time to complete
complex processes from several days
work to several hours. “For example,
Capital Adequacy Reporting, which
has traditionally taken days of manual
work, is reduced to minutes to deliver
key outputs such as counterparty risk,
credit and other regulatory reports.
The preparation and validation of
actuarial model point data and the
triggering of runs in the actuarial
projection system is also reduced
from several days work to a matter of
hours.”
Bots and apps with AI backends
A bot or internet robot is an
application that performs an
automated task that humans would

usually do. Popular forms of bots
are the chatbot and virtual personal
assistant. They come equipped with
natural language processing power,
which understands meaning and has
the ability to converse like humans.
Some bots deal with customer
service requests, while others help
to schedule meetings and the like.
Chatbots can be found in messaging
apps such as Twitter and Facebook
Messenger.
Professor Kurt April of the UCT
Graduate School of Business, says the
advantages of using chatbots include
quick processing of queries, costeffective personal assistance and easy
customer support.
Richard Firth, CEO of MIP Holdings
adds that AI can seamlessly integrate
with contact centres and social media
accounts and that intelligent bots
can be trained to answer FAQs. “This
means customer service can become
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seamless and customer queries
answered almost instantly.”
Grant Fleming, CEO of Leadify.biz,
points out that there are certain
functions that are easy for people to
perform but difficult for machines to
replicate. “We see this with chatbots.
Artificial intelligence programs lead
customers up to a certain point, but
when they reach the limit of what
their algorithms can accommodate,
customers are handed off to
real salespeople to complete the
transaction.”
Firth adds that businesses must
implement technologies that enable
this transition between an AI process
and a human interface seamlessly or
they will very quickly grow unhappy
customers.
Increasingly, apps are also using
IA. For example, Facebook uses
facial recognition for automatic
Continued on page 21
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Continued from page 15

CIPC to launch Digital Financial Reporting via XBRL
The Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC) is to launch
Digital Financial Reporting via XBRL on July 1, 2018. From
that date, all public, private and state-owned companies, CCs
and non-profit entities that meet the minimum criteria as
mandated by CIPC will need to submit their annual financial
statements through XBRL.
XBRL is a global standard for exchanging business information,
based on XML (Extensible Mark-Up Language) that is used
to encode financial documents. iXBRL (Inline XBRL) is a
development of XBRL that both humans and computers are
able to read and analyse.
Celeste Herbert, Sales Manager: CaseWare Africa, Adapt IT,
says it’s critical that companies look beyond compliance to
understand how the effort to adopt XBRL can benefit them.
“At present, most companies transmit their financial
information in one or other digital format. To analyse or
aggregate it with other data they have to transfer it manually
into their systems. XBRL tagged information can be read
by XBRL-enabled software. Data can be passed between
disparate computer systems and to third-party systems with
human intervention needed only in the case of exceptions.”
The resulting efficiency, says Herbert, reduces the time
it takes to review financials and the costs associated with
communicating and maintaining financial data while improving
its accuracy, usability, integrity and compliance. “It therefore
enables people to focus more on tasks that require insight and
analytical review.”

Creating the strategy required to effectively operate online
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Continued from page 19

tagging suggestions and media
apps display content based on one’s
previous reading history and deliver
increasingly relevant content as their
algorithms grow smarter. Uber uses
automated reasoning to deliver clients
to their destinations faster.
Digital Assistants
Highly advanced organisations use
‘avatars’ or digital assistants who can
interact with users, saving the need
for human resources. “The complete
absence of emotions, enables robots
to think logically and take the right
programme decisions,” says Blessing
Ningiza, Mazars Gauteng IT Audit
Manager.
Internet of Things
Internet of Things is the network
of physical devices, vehicles, home
appliances and other items embedded
with electronics, software, sensors,
actuators, and connectivity which
enables these objects to connect and
exchange data (Source: Wikipedia).
Rudeon Snell, Leonardo Lead of
SAP Africa, says the reduction in
sensor costs has led to an explosion
of data, which is set to continue.
“With hardware and sensors getting
ever cheaper, it will give birth to
the Internet of Everything, where
everything will be smart, generating
vast amounts of data, which is stored
in the cloud.”
VR & AR
Augmented Reality (AR) is a live view
of the real-world with layers of digital
information (visual, audio, sensebased) added onto it.
Virtual Reality is a computergenerated simulation that the user is
immersed into using a VR headset.
The person becomes part of this
virtual world, is immersed in the
environment and can manipulate
objects or perform actions.
“The total immersion factor of both

AR and VR are their greatest selling
points,” says Zubeida Goolam,
Co-Founder and Brand Curator at
BrandTruth Integrated Content
Practice™. She says this year many
more companies will take the plunge
into these technologies to elevate
their storytelling as they look to
engage with brands and companies
in meaningful ways. “AR and VR are
key to telling stories that resonate.
Companies and brands can turn
their messaging into innovative
experiences that set them apart.”
Trevor Hill, Head of Audi South
Africa, says that Audi is digitising all
processes at the company. “Since
2003, Audi has been using virtually
created 3D models in its vehicle
development process. The company
is now also testing a VR holodeck
to virtually assess new automobile
designs at an early stage. VR
technologies are also being used
in employee training and in the
Audi VR experience for customer
advice, which allows potential
customers to virtually configure
their desired car and to experience
all optional equipment in a realistic
way. In the Audi City showrooms
and Audi Customer Private Lounges
interactive experiences are provided
that reinvent how a customer buys
a car, producing an immersive
experience as the customer creates
the Audi of their dreams in photoreal detail.”
Gaming
Professor Kurt April of the UCT
Graduate School of Business says
the world of gaming is making
its presence felt in the workplace
environment, with many companies
gamifying the employee and
customer experience with a
variety of online offerings. “For
customers, it can create a positive
experience and drive higher
engagement with the brand. For
employees, there are many benefits
including skills development,
increased engagement, motivation,
productivity, creativity and improved
communication.”
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iXBRL submissions
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Lite with ease of use and simplicity
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compliant throughout the process of
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to ensure a successful iXBRL
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Room for customisation
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• Add or edit tags in the
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*
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QuickBooks Online
is turning accountants
into virtual CFOs
Rich Preece, Global Accountant Segment Leader at
Intuit (owner of QuickBooks), was recently in South
Africa to launch QuickBooks Online for the South
African market. He says QuickBooks Online enables
users to do a lot more because their data is stored in
the cloud.

CASE STUDY

of a single business in a sector with the average profit
margins of other small businesses in that sector and
assess why there is a difference.
Users can also ask their smartphone virtual
assistants, like Siri, questions such as what their profit
margin was last month, how it compares to the same
month last year, or what the advertising spend is as
a percentage of overall marketing spend. QuickBooks
Online then immediately sends the information via
SMS or can email a report.” n

“QuickBooks Online can connect to bank accounts,
helps to manage inventory, differentiate between
business and personal transactions, informs users
when invoices have not been paid, and enables
anytime, anywhere access.”
Preece says technology is fast changing the
accounting landscape and small businesses are
expecting their accountants to be more of a virtual
CFO, who can look at a business’s books any time,
from anywhere and make recommendations.
“Technology is enabling QuickBooks to offer valuable
insights to accountants, which can be passed onto
clients. By using the intelligence gleaned from the
2.5-million small businesses that use QuickBooks
Online, we can, for example, point out to an
accountant that their small florist client is paying more
for their flowers than other small florist businesses in
their area.
QuickBooks Online can also compare the profit margin
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